25th, 50th, 75th and 90th Percentiles

12 groups with A1c control of 71% - 72%

2 groups with A1c control of 55% - 56%

How to read the slides:

Each pane contains the performance distribution for a campaign measures across all groups reporting this quarter (see title at the top of each pane).

The vertical axis measures performance rate (in 2% buckets). The horizontal axis measures the number of groups. So each bar shows the number of groups performing at a particular rate. See the two examples shown for A1c.
2019Q4: Distribution of Measure Performance Rate

How you might use the slide:

Example for a group with performance:

- A1c < 8.0: 67.4%
- BP < 140/90: 78.2%
- Attention for Nephropathy: 89.6%
- Lipid Management: 70.1%
- Bundle Control: 38.3%
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